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On August 23, 2012, the Sydney Tar Ponds Agency (Agency) and the Design Engineer (DE)
discussed Section 3.9 of the May and June 2012 Environmental Monthly Summaries (EMSR), which
summarizes TP6B PCB zone and equipment management. The EMSRs summarize events within
each month, and as the process documentation was not always finalized by the end of the month, it
was unclear as to the resolution on PCBs by the end of the reporting period, as was the case during
May and June 2012 with PCB management. This letter intends to clarify these summaries, and to
present resolutions reached outside of the reporting periods.
During the spring of 2011, the Agency developed a PCB Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) to
assist in managing areas with known elevated PCB contamination in the North Tar Pond (issued as
SI-TP6B-044-PCB SOPs).
The SOPs define how to delineate zones and equipment
decommissioning which includes decontamination and testing to confirm total PCBs are below federal
regulations of 50 ppm prior to removal from a PCB zone. Associated with implementation in Phase III
is a change order to the TP6B Contractor (CO-TP6B-152 PCB Hotspots Phase III,) which was being
processed during May and June 2012.
As summarized in both EMSRs, the Contractor struggled with adequately managing zones and
equipment used in the PCB zone. The types of infractions the DE cited include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Zones not properly delineated.
Equipment tracking out of PCB zone without proper decommissioning.
Channel bottom showing signs of PCB impacts after deemed clean.
Placing parts of heavy equipment (i.e. excavator bucket) with potential PCB impacts on clean
areas without properly protecting clean ground beneath.

As outlined in Section 1.1 of the EMSRs, the approach to resolving cases of non-compliance
observed in the field are as follows:
1. Verbally notify Contractor of deficiency and request corrective action.
2. Document offences and corrective actions on EILs.
3. Issue RFA or NCR for repeated offences where either immediate or long term corrective
action is not established in the field.
The DE followed these disciplinary steps to find short term and long term resolutions. In the short
term, the Contractor typically complied with DE requests to correct these issues, and undertook the
following for each type of non-compliance:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Add delineating control measures to zones (i.e., pylons, ropes, signage).
Replace equipment into the PCB zone and cleaning impacted clean areas.
Scrape clean channel bottom to DE satisfaction.
Scrape clean impacted ground; using poly beneath equipment in future incidents.

As short term corrective actions implemented in the field did not always work in the long term, the DE
issued two (2) Non-Compliance Reports (NCRs) and one (1) Request For Action (RFA) related to
PCB zone and equipment management.
In their response to NCR-TP6B-038 PCB Area Issues, issued May 23, 2012 and responded to May
28, 2012, the Contractor presented an action plan, which, along with observed improvements in the
field, satisfied the DE. The NCR was closed on June 1, 2012.
After another week, the issues continued and instances of non-compliance were noted and short term
corrective actions were still being undertaken in the field. The DE therefore issued RFA-TP6B-066Management of PCB Equipment on June 7, 2012. In this RFA the DE states the plan presented in
the response to NCR-TP6B-038 was not adequately implemented. The DE outlined provisions to
improve PCB zone and equipment management and to become compliant with the SOPs.
The day following, June 8, 2012, the Contractor and DE met on Site to discuss root causes and how
to proceed to achieve long term success. Two (2) main causes were identified, and reported in the
Contractor’s response to the RFA.
The same day, the DE issued NCR-TP6B-040 PCB Zones for non-compliance with the PCB SOPs
and for inadequately implementing DE requests outlined in the RFA. The following day the
Contractor received payment for CO-TP6B-152. Throughout the remainder of June 2012, the DE
recorded one (1) instance of non-compliance with the SOPs; the Contractor promptly resolved the
situation in the field. To document steps taken to find long term resolution, the DE revised and
reissued the RFA on July 3, 2012.
In the responses to the NCR and the revised RFA, both dated July 12, 2012, the Contractor stated
they had commenced implementation of the DE requests outlined in the original RFA. To expedite
the process of confirmatory testing of equipment, the Agency received a L2000 Analyzer on July 6,
2012. This allows for a turnaround time of approximately four (4) hours, instead of the three (3) days
required previously when submitted to a laboratory.
Throughout July 2012, the DE observed marked improvement in PCB zone and equipment
management, and documented only two (2) instances of non-compliance with the PCB SOPs. Both
instances involved poor zone delineation, occurred in the first week of the month, and were rectified
by the Contractor immediately upon notification by the DE.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 902.595.2010.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Government of Canada and Province of Nova Scotia are committed to remediate the Sydney Tar
Ponds and Coke Ovens Sites, a project that is managed and implemented by the Sydney Tar Ponds
Agency (the Agency). The Agency awarded AECOM and CBCL the bid for Design Engineer (DE) and to
implement Construction Oversight. The project’s goals are to reduce the health and ecological risks to
area residents and the environment from existing soil, sediment and water contamination as well as to
enhance the development potential of the land to drive economic investment in the Cape Breton Regional
Municipality (CBRM). The Project Environmental Protection Plan (EPP) and the Environmental
Management Plan (EMP) are the governing documents of the environmental aspects of the remediation,
and are available for public viewing on the Agency’s website www.tarpondscleanup.ca. An EPP is also
designed specific to each of the construction elements – TP6B EPP, TP6A EPP, TP6C EPP and TP7 EPP.
These are available at the Agency’s library located at 1 Inglis Street in Sydney, Nova Scotia. One (1) of
the EPP requirements is for the DE to provide a monthly summary of environmental activities on Site,
which this report fulfills.

1.1.

Overview of Active Elements

Construction activities continued throughout June 2012 for the Flow Diversion (TP6A), the Solidification
and Stabilization (S/S) and Channel Construction of the Tar Ponds (TP6B), Tar Ponds Surface Cap (TP7)
and the Ferry Street Bridge Construction (TP6C).
The activities on these four (4) active elements followed protocols outlined in the EPP and EMP. In
general, the Contractors agree to monitor their construction activities for potential environmental impacts
to determine whether the mitigation measures developed for the activity are effective. Each individual
Contractor designates an Environmental Monitor (EM) to verify that work being carried out on Site is
performed in compliance with the EPP and EMP and that sources of contaminants are identified before
they impact the receiving environment.
As set out by the EPP, the Contractors’ EMs are required to conduct environmental inspections every four
(4) hours during active construction: at TP6A by MB2-Beaver Marine Joint Venture’s (MBJV), at TP6B
by Nordly’s, at TP7 by Tervita’s (formally Hazco) and at TP6C by Joneljim’s. The EMs use the
Environmental Inspection Logs (EILs) as a guide and as a log to record observations while inspecting the
work activities and environmental protection measures such as silt fences, oil absorbent booms, hazardous
materials containment, etc. and in addition, sampling sheets may be attached to the EILs if relevant. Field
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representatives from the DE check the EILs on a daily basis to verify field observations match those
recorded by the Contractors’ EMs in the logs. In the event that environmental protection measures are not
being followed or are not effective, the EM directs the Site Supervisor to take corrective action and
notifies the DE’s Environmental Coordinator or field representative. In the event that the EPP is not being
adhered to and the issue is not resolved in the field, the DE may issue a Request for Action (RFA) or
Non-Conformance Report (NCR) to the Contractor requesting improvement. A summary environmentally
related table of NCRs and RFAs are highlighted in Section 5.
This Environmental Monitoring Summary Report (EMSR) covers the key areas addressed in the EILs
throughout June 2012 and will report environmental concerns, if any, that developed from remediation
activities at TP6A, TP6B, TP7 and TP6C including how those issues were resolved. Past EMSRs are also
available on the Agency’s website and at the Agency’s library.

1.2.

Environmental Reporting by Others

Other publicly available environmental reports are prepared by various parties involved with the Project.
These reports are available either on the Agency’s website, www.tarpondscleanup.ca, or from the
Agency’s library located at 1 Inglis Street in Sydney, Nova Scotia.
Construction monitoring of surface water and noise levels are captured in the Contractor Quality Control
(QC) Monthly Reports, which are completed by Contractors for each active work element. These reports
contain detailed testing results from surface water and noise monitoring, and can be found at the
Agency’s library.
Air monitoring reports, completed by All-Tech Environmental Services Limited (All-Tech), the Air
Quality Monitoring Consultant (AQMC), can be accessed on-line at the Agency’s website. The Real-time
Air Monitoring Program monitors air emissions at the Project fence line. They are associated to each
active element and the Air Monitoring Reports present data from these monitoring activities. The
Ambient Air Monitoring Program monitors the ambient air at monitoring stations throughout the
community; reports are available at the Agency’s website. The Preliminary Event Reports present
invalidated, preliminary data. The data is then compiled, validated and comprises the monthly Ambient
Air Monitoring Monthly Reports. The Preliminary Event Reports are removed from the website once the
associated monthly report has been produced and uploaded. Also available on the Agency’s website is the
Question and Answer for Odour Concerns Reporting Program which discusses frequently asked questions
regarding Project odour issues.
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The Project is also subject to extensive environmental effects monitoring for air, surface water,
groundwater and marine water quality. The Project's Independent Environmental Consultant was retained
to undertake environmental effects monitoring and to collect data during Project remediation activities.
This data is used to detect environmental impacts resulting from the Project, as well as to determine longterm trends. Environmental effects reports are available on the Agency’s website and at the Agency’s
library. For surface water monitoring, data is collected regularly and Monthly Compliance Reports are
prepared and submitted to the Agency. For groundwater quality and quantity information, data is
collected and Quarterly Groundwater Reports are prepared and submitted to the Agency. For activities in
the marine environment, data is collected according to a required schedule and an Annual Marine Report
is prepared and submitted to the Agency. Sydney Harbour is monitored for changes in sediment
chemistry, crab and bi-valve tissue chemistry and species diversity. A Biodiversity Study Report is
currently in its second draft revision and will be available to the public once complete.
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2.

TP6A – FLOW DIVERSION

The TP6A element provides the flow diversion necessary to conduct Stabilization/Solidification (S/S)
work within the isolated sections of the North and South Tar Ponds. As this element deals directly with
diverting bodies of water, namely Wash Brook, Coke Ovens Brook, CBRM storm drains and the Tar
Ponds, the most important environmental concerns relate to water. Surface water monitoring, sediment
control structures and aquatic life protection are of particular interest for this element. Silt curtains, oil
absorbent booms and fish screens are the most commonly deployed environmental control measures at
TP6A.

2.1.

Summary of Construction Activities

TP6A construction activities in June 2012 consisted of operating channel flow diversion pumps which
bypass the channel around the Phase III work area, removing impacted slag from Site to the CBRM
landfill and maintaining environmental controls.

2.2.

Dewatering

Pumps are currently in place at the Narrows, the northernmost section of the Phase II Channel. Water
from the Phase II Channel is pumped from the Narrows intake structure to the Battery Point dissipation
area, located at the northernmost section of the Phase III work area. To prevent flooding, the Narrows
pumps and Battery Point dissipation structure were monitored daily during June 2012 to verify
functionality of the check valves and note water elevations. In the event of heavy rainfall and/or higher
than normal tides, the Contractor is directed to raise the stop-logs in the Narrows structure to allow for a
greater volume of water to exit the Phase I/II area and reduce the risk of flooding. The stop logs did not
require lifting during June 2012.
The TP6A Contractor installed a protective barrier around the silt curtains and oil absorbent booms at the
dissipation structure in March 2012, referred to as the Halo. They also have an oil absorbent boom across
the flow of the discharge (see Photo 2-1). During June 2012 the TP6A Contractor monitored and
maintained these structures on a daily basis to verify their continued effectiveness.
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Photo 2-1: Oil Absorbent Booms Across the Flow of the Pump Around Discharge
Fish nets upstream of the Narrows pumping structure, installed during March 2012, were in place daily
throughout June 2012, protecting fish from migrating through pumping operations. The Contractor
cleaned and replaced the fish nets as required throughout June 2012.

2.3.

Surface Water Monitoring

Turbidity samples are taken by boat north of the Battery Point dolphins and north of the Battery Point
dissipation area every four (4) hours. At times, taking turbidity samples by boat is not possible due to low
tides causing the boat to agitate bottom sediments skewing turbidity results or high winds making it
unsafe to use a boat. The EILs from June 2012 report occasions where it was more appropriate to collect
water samples from the shoreline or the Battery Point dolphins rather than from the boat. In these cases a
thirteen (13) metre pole is used to collect samples far from the water’s edge. Reasons for collecting from
the shoreline were detailed in each occurrence’s respective EIL. A turbidity level greater than 15.39 NTU
is considered a turbidity exceedance according to background levels and the TP6A EPP. The Contractor
recorded one (1) turbidity exceedance on June 27, 2012 of 32.3 NTU on the west side of Battery Point
(see Photo 2-2). Heavy overnight rains caused sediment laden runoff from the TP7 clay capping site and
overflow from the storm drains to enter the Channel (see Sections 4.2 and 4.3 for details and discussion).
Although the majority of the highly turbid water was contained within the silt curtains, some sediment
rich water did escape the dissipation structure.
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Photo 2-2: Turbid Water at Battery Point

2.4.

Access Roads

Primary access roads were maintained by the Agency during June 2012. At the start of May 2012 the
spring 2012 Clean Road Plan was implemented on Site, delineating clean roads from dirty. The plan was
updated throughout June 2012 as the needs of various Contractors changed. The Clean Road Plan updated
as of June 28, 2012 is included in Appendix C.

The TP6A Contractor was compliant with the Clean

Road Plan during June 2012.

2.5.

Air Monitoring and Particulate Matter Control Measures

All-Tech, the AQMC, did not report high particulate matter (PM) or high volatile organic compound
(VOC) concentrations associated with TP6A activities in June 2012.

2.6.

Product Storage, Fueling and Waste Disposal

All products and fuel were stored on Site according to the protocols outlined in the TP6A EPP. Spent
environmental controls were placed in appropriate waste storage bins for removal by a professional
disposal service. Oil absorbent pads are deployed around valves and connections on the pumps at the
Narrows pumping structure (see Photo 2-3). These were monitored regularly throughout June 2012 and
replaced as necessary. On June 6, 2012 the Contractor removed impacted slag removed from the former
Coke Ovens Brook and Wash Brook pump pads to the CBRM landfill, and placed the tarpaulin that had
been covering the slag into appropriate bins for disposal.
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Photo 2-3: Oil Absorbent Boom is Typically Deployed around the Reserve Fuel Intake

2.7.

Noise Control Measures

The Contractor’s EM completed noise monitoring four (4) times in June 2012; each event was comprised
of three (3) two (2) hour readings at locations around the perimeter of the Site. The Quest 2900 was used
to perform sound monitoring at the TP6A Site. The 65Leq dBA action level was exceeded during two (2)
of the twelve (12) recordings and the explanation to the exceedance is described in the table below (see
Table 2-1).
Table 2-1: Summary of TP6A Noise Exceedances in June 2012
Date
(dd/mm/yy)

Location

Exceedance
(Leq dBA)

Comments on Exceedance

12/06/2012

Ferry Street,
west fence

67.5

Heavy traffic hauling over the bridge for another Contractor.

21/06/2012

Ferry Street, 68.9
west fence

2.8.

Heavy traffic and equipment hauling over the bridge.

Miscellaneous Environmental Monitoring Activities

The debris nets at Wash Brook, debris net at the Inglis Street culvert, and the fish nets south of the
Narrows pumps were cleaned regularly throughout June 2012 to ensure their effectiveness. As TP6A
work is largely finished in Phase I, and very little debris was observed in the boom set near the Inglis
Street culvert, on June 29, 2012 the Contractor removed this debris boom.
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During April 2012 the Contractor performed a test pit and surface soil sampling program at the former
Wash Brook and Coke Ovens pumping pads to investigate the impact of historical fuel and oil spills
during Phase I and II pump operations. The slag was removed to the CBRM landfill, and a formal report
of findings was submitted to the Agency for review.

2.9.

Summary of Environmental Monitoring Activities

The Contractor monitored and maintained environmental controls throughout Site in June 2012. The
impacted slag from the former Coke Ovens Brook and Wash Brook pump pads was removed from Site.
Turbidity and noise monitoring was conducted, with one turbidity exceedance and two (2) noise
exceedances reported. No environmental RFAs or NCRs were issued or responded to during the reporting
period.
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3.

TP6B – SOLIDIFICATION AND STABILIZATION (S/S)

The TP6B element involves the remediation of contaminated sediment and construction of channels and
pressure relief wells that provide pathways through the remediated sediment for surface water and
groundwater. Cement is imported to the Site and mixed in situe with the contaminated sediment to
encapsulate them in concrete, a process known as solidification/stabilization (S/S).

3.1.

Summary of Construction Activities

Construction activities during June 2012 took place in Phase III and included cell depth determinations,
S/S of sediment, excavating and side-casting channel sediment, drilling pressure relief wells, and building
channel berms with cohesive soil imported by the TP7 Contractor.

3.2.

Dewatering

During April 2012 the TP6B Contractor constructed water management berms in Phase III, as per Section
2 Water Management Plan, of the Contractor’s Phase III Work Plan (Submittal S093). The two (2)
berms divided Phase III into three (3) areas that span the North Tar Pond from south to north. Starting in
the east, just west of the Narrows and up to Berm 1 is Area A, between Berm 1 and Berm 2 is Area B and
between Berm 2 and Battery Point is Area C. The TP6B Contractor pumps construction water from Areas
A and B into Area C, where it settles and exfiltrates. Area C is equipped with two (2) sets of silt curtains
and oil absorbent booms, to restrict sediments and product from migrating off site, which were monitored,
maintained, and replaced as required throughout June 2012.
During May 2012, the Contractor installed a construction water management system consisting of a high
density polyethylene (HDPE) liner and inlet pumping structures along the southern shore of the North Tar
Pond. Construction water from Area A and the eastern part of Area B is pumped into the HDPE line via
the inlets; the line discharges directly into Area C within the first silt curtain/oil absorbent boom structure.
This system was operational throughout June 2012. Construction water from Area B Channel excavations
and groundwater seepage from the northern shore of Phase III flows into a sump in the western part of
Area B. From the sump, construction water discharges into Area C, also into the first silt curtain/oil
absorbent boom structure.
Water that migrates onto Site from a ditch on the southwest side and overflows from the CBRM
combined storm/sewer system previously discharged from outfalls into the North Tar Pond, and now is
captured by Manholes 15 and 16, respectively (see Photo 3-1). During May 2012, the Contractor
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installed an HDPE line that directs both sources from the manholes into the Narrows pumping structure.
This system was operational throughout June 2012, and discharged intermittently.

Photo 3-1: Manholes 15 and 16 with Off-Site Water Management Pumps
Water management structures are illustrated in Appendix B TP6B Water Management Figure.
As a response to concerns regarding birds observed loitering on construction water in Area C, the Agency
installed an air canon at Battery Point on June 18, 2012 (see Photo 3-2). The canon automatically shoots
every twelve (12) minutes to scare birds away from the remediation area.
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Photo 3-2: Air Canon at Battery Point to Deter Birds from Loitering in the Construction Water

3.3.

Sediment and Erosion Controls and Oil Absorbent Booms

As part of the Water Management Plan, the Contractor installed sediment control structures throughout
Area B and Area C during April and May 2012. A rock check dam and oil absorbent boom surrounds the
sump on the west side of Area B, and two (2) silt curtain/oil absorbent boom structures were deployed in
Area C, one (1) which spans the length of the Area, and the other shaped in a horseshoe around the
discharge points into Area C. These measures improve the quality of water in Area C, that eventually off
the Site and eventually into Sydney Harbour, and were monitored, maintained and replaced as necessary
throughout June 2012.

3.4.

Surface Water Monitoring

The TP6B Contractor visually monitored quality of groundwater seeping from the bank west of the
Narrows pumping structure. This area has yet to be treated and therefore, groundwater seeps through
untreated sediments. When the ground water levels rise, it threatens entering the TP6A submersible
pumps, which convey infiltration water, and water from leaking stop logs over the stop logs and into the
Narrows pumps. There was no release of impacted groundwater from this area into the TP6A submersible
pumps (see Photo 3-3).
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Photo 3-3: Impacted water along the Northern Edges of the Narrows Structure

3.5.

Access Roads

Primary access roads were maintained by the Agency during June 2012. At the start of May 2012 the
spring 2012 Clean Road Plan was implemented on Site, delineating clean roads from dirty. The plan was
updated and distributed to the project team throughout June 2012 as the needs of various Contractors
changed. The Clean Road Plan updated as of June 28, 2012 is included in Appendix C.

The TP6B

Contractor complied with the Clean Road Plan during the month of June 2012.

3.6.

Air Monitoring and Particulate Matter Control Measures

Off-site air monitoring is conducted by All-Tech at the perimeter fence and measures PM and VOCs with
action levels of 155 µg/m3 and 0.66 parts per million (ppm), respectively. No exceedances related to
TP6B work activities were recorded during June 2012.
The Agency issued STPA-NCR-TP6B-001 Odour Management Failure on May 9, 2012 stating on May 8,
2012 the Contractor failed to manage odours generated on-Site as they had not allocated appropriate
resources to the task, and commenced work without necessary odour controls in place. The NCR was
revised and responded to during May 2012; in their response to the Contractor stated they will be more
diligent in the future, and that communications between the Agency and the Contractor should improve to
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facilitate odour management. The NCR was closed during May, and odour management improved on Site
throughout June 2012.
The Agency received one (1) odour complaint from the public on June 21, 2012. The odour was attributed
to an off-site source, and not from project related activities.

3.7.

Product Storage, Fueling and Waste Disposal

The Contractor continued product storage, fueling and waste disposal practices according to the TP6B
EPP in June 2012. The TP6B Contractor utilizes the area adjacent to the Hackett building as their product
and equipment lay down area. They reported no hazardous material spills during June 2012.

3.8.

Noise Control Measures

The Contractor’s EM completed noise monitoring four (4) times in June 2012; each event was comprised
of three (3) two (2) hour readings at locations around the perimeter of the Site. The 65Leq dBA action level
was exceeded during three (3) out of the twelve (12) recordings (see Table 3-1). Table 3.1 discusses the
location of the noise samples that exceeded and the likely cause of the exceedance.
Table 3-1: Summary of TP6B Noise Exceedances in June 2012
Date
(dd/mm/yy)

Location

Exceedance
(Leq dBA)

Comments on Exceedance

04/06/12

Battery Point

66.11

High winds coming from Sydney Harbour.

04/06/12

Berm A - West 68.53

Heavy equipment operating within meters of the noise monitor.

11/06/12

West Road

Heavy traffic traveling within meters of the noise monitor.

3.9.

68.53

Miscellaneous Environmental Monitoring Activities

The TP6B Contractor maintains a variety of zones in Phase III. Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) zones,
Exclusion Zones (EZs), Contamination Reduction Zones (CRZs) and Support Zones (SZs) are established
and maintained throughout June 2012 to reduce migration of impacted materials to non-impacted areas
and on field personnel. As reported in the previous EMSR, the TP6B Contractor has issues with zone
management throughout May 2012. Frequently, the DE noted equipment moving from EZs and PCB
zones to SZs without undergoing appropriate decommissioning including decontamination, zones with
inadequate delineation and signage, CRZs with inadequate supplies, and dewatering activities that
allowed impacted water to pass over previously cleaned areas (such as the Channel bottom). The DE
issued two (2) zone management related NCRs during May 2012: NCR-TP6B-037 for mismanagement of
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personnel contaminant containment zones, and NCR-TP6B-038 for mismanagement of equipment in PCB
zones.
In NCR-TP6B-037 Contaminant Containment Zones, the DE requested an action plan for zone
management and cited three (3) requirements of the plan:
Designate (in writing) the personnel responsible to ensure the zones are established and maintained.
Implement disciplinary actions to persons responsible for zone establishment and maintenance.
Develop a systematic approach to ensure the necessary provisions are in place prior to starting daily
operations and subsequent periodic checks on the maintenance of the zones.
The Contractor initiated the plan during May 2012, and continued implementing it and improving zone
management during June 2012. The NCR was closed on June 5, 2012.
On May 23, 2012 the DE issued NCR-TP6B-038 PCB Area Issues stating on May 22, 2012 an excavator
tracked out of a PCB zone into a SZ without undergoing decommissioning required as per the PCB
standard operating procedures (SOPs). The SOPs require equipment leaving the PCB zone to be
decontaminated in the PCB zone and swab tested to confirm the absence of PCBs, prior to deeming them
safe for removal from the zone. In their response, dated May 28, 2012, the TP6B Contractor stated they
held PCB zone refresher training with Site personnel, that zone delineation will be improved and that if
unforeseen circumstances occur in the future they will report the situation to the DE immediately.
During the first week of June 2012 however, the DE noted the Contractor was still unfamiliar with the
requirements of the PCB SOPS as they observed multiple instances where equipment was removed from
the PCB zone to a SZ without undergoing proper decommissioning. In another case, two (2) excavators
swabbed for PCBs during late May 2012 were found to be not properly decontaminated inside the cabs.
The cabs were swabbed, and results came back below detection limits. These machines were placed back
inside the PCB zones.
Another excavator was noted as entering the PCB zone on May 31, 2012 and on June 4, 2012 was
observed in a SZ without having undergone appropriate decommissioning (see Photo 3-4).
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Photo 3-4: Excavator Moved from Mixing Activities in PCB Zone to SZ without Decontamination
The DE issued RFA-TP6B-066 Management of PCB Equipment on June 7, 2012 as a response to this
event. In it the DE outlines the event and notes that the corrective action plan outlined by the Contractor
in their response to NCR-TP6B-038 was not proving effective and required re-evaluation. The DE noted
that a number of similar events had been reported, and concluded that to be compliant with the PCB SOPs
and to form an effective corrective action plan the Contractor must complete the following:
Provide an inventory of all equipment and tools (including Laboratory equipment) in contact with
potentially PCB contaminated sediment. The inventory to be updated and submitted weekly, with
daily notes on EILs. The inventory is to contain dates the equipment entered the zone and the date it
was decontaminated and inspected or placed in the pond for disposal.
Provide visual means of labeling or identifying equipment in the inventory.
Implement a mechanism for ensuring equipment is inspected prior to entering an EZ.
Inform the DE prior to placing additional equipment into the PCB zone, and inform them twenty-four
(24) hours prior to decommissioning equipment from the PCB zone.
Provide an inspection checklist to ensure equipment is free of sediment prior to sampling for PCBs, to
be completed by Contractor EM or designate.
In their response, dated June 19, 2012, the Contractor stated miscommunications and/or
misunderstandings between the Contractor and the DE regarding expectations of PCB management were
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the root cause of the management problems and that on June 8, 2012 a meeting was held with the DE to
discuss the issues, including the action item list presented by the DE, and to firm up the rules of
engagement.
After the RFA was issued, the Contractor continued to be non-compliant, and on June 19, 2012 the DE
issued NCR-TP6B-040 PCB Zones. In particular, the DE cited two (2) events that took place on June 18,
2012 where the Contractor disregarded the requirements presented in the RFAs. A dozer was removed
from the PCB zone to the SZ without undergoing proper decontamination and a long stick excavator was
placed in the PCB zone without notification being provided to the DE, as per TP6B-RFA-066. Up to the
end of June 2012 the DE noted no improvement in the management of the equipment in the PCB zones
compared with May 2012. The Contractor was still not compliant with the SOPs, and had not minimized
the amount of equipment placed in the PCB zones. Neither the NCR nor the RFA were closed prior to the
end of the reporting period.
All results from laboratory analysis of PCBs in swab samples were below detection limits of 5 µg.

3.10.

Summary of Environmental Monitoring Activities

Throughout June 2012 the TP6B Contractor had instances where they failed to manage their PCB zones,
and complying with PCB SOPs. They received one (1) odour complaint from the public which was
attributed to an off-site source, and recorded three (3) noise monitoring exceedances. They also received
one (1) environmental NCR and one (1) environmental RFA related to PCB zone management.
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4.

TP7 – TAR PONDS SURFACE CAP

The scope of the TP7 contract involves constructing a multi-layered cap over the S/S’ed Tar Ponds
monolith. The Contractor places large quantities of cohesive soil followed by topsoil adjacent to
constructed water courses and therefore erosion and sediment control measures are important aspects of
the TP7 contract.

4.1.

Summary of Construction Activities

TP7 construction activities during June 2012 consisted backfilling the northeast drain in Phase I, placing
cohesive soil for the cap in Phase II, placing cohesive soil in Phase III for construction of the Channel
berms, and placing topsoil in Phase I on the west side of the Channel.

4.2.

Dewatering

To facilitate construction of the east drain and swale in Phase I, during the first week of June 2012 the
Contractor continued to decant water from the excavation to the grassy area just past the former Cooling
Pond. From here it infiltrated the ground, filtered through the slag road, and entered the flood plains of the
Coke Ovens Brook Channel. The discharge was closely monitored by the Contractor and verified by the
DE. A small amount of petroleum sheen was observed on water in the excavation on May 26, 2012; in
response the Contractor staked oil absorbent booms around the pump intake. The boom was maintained
when necessary during the week in June 2012.

4.3.

Sediment Control Structures, Stabilization Areas, Silt Curtain and OilAbsorbent Booms

As discussed in previous EMSRs, there are filter bags in the catch basins along Ferry Street, Inglis Street
and Sydport Access Road to prevent clay capping material that had adhered to truck traffic exiting the site
on public roads from migrating into storm drains that flow into the Inglis Street outfall and into Coke
Oven Brook Channel. Despite having controls in place the Contractor struggled throughout May 2012
with sedimentation of the Coke Oven Brook Channel via this storm outfall. On May 29, 2012 in an
attempt to prepare for a rain event, a subcontractor cleaned the catch basins and the Inglis Street outfall.
Their process involved vacuuming each of the catch basins leading up to the outfall, and flushing the last
length of line that leads to the mouth of the outfall. There was no containment at the mouth of the outfall
and turbid water was allowed to enter Coke Oven Brook Channel. The Contractor responded by installing
a straw bale and filter cloth berm across the Channel, downstream of the outfall to prevent turbid water
from flowing downstream (see Photo 4-1).
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Photo 4-1: Installing Straw Bale and Fabric Berm into Coke Oven Brook Channel
This response was contrary to the EPP and Nova Scotia Environment’s Erosion and Sediment Control
Handbook for Construction Sites, as it blocked the flow of a fish bearing watercourse. This event and the
Contractor’s response prompted the Agency to issue STPA-NCR-TP7-001 Failure to Control Silt Laden
Water on May 30, 2012. The Contractor removed the straw bale berm the following day, and monitored
turbidity levels until they had dropped to acceptable levels in the Coke Oven Brook Channel. In their
response, dated June 1, 2012 the Contractor outlined their response to the event, and stated in the future
they would provide the DE and the Agency with a written plan for discussion and approval prior to
undertaking any activity that could potentially impact a watercourse adjacent to work areas. They also
stated they ordered catch basin doughnuts, a different sediment trap to install atop the grill of the catch
basins that further prevent migration of material into the storm drains.
The following week, on June 5, 2012, another heavy rainfall washed material tracked off-Site into the
storm drains and into Coke Oven Brook Channel. As a response, the Contractor installed the catch basin
doughnuts along Inglis Street (see Photo 4-2), and the TP6A Contractor installed a silt curtain across the
mouth of the outfall.
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Photo 4-2: Catch Basin Doughnuts Installed along Inglis Street
On June 6, 2012 the DE issued RFA-TP7-012 Off-Site Sediment Control Plan, to request a plan to
address sedimentation of Coke Oven Brook Channel via CBRM storm drains. The Contractor responded
on June 11, 2012, and submitted a plan that describes the sediment control measures already in place, and
frequency of inspection. The DE revised and reissued the RFA on June 26, 2012 as the plan failed to
address a number of concerns held by the DE and the Agency, in particular details regarding schedule and
triggers for cleaning and replacement of the sediment traps. The revised RFA was not responded to prior
to the end of the reporting period.
Silt fencing and loose straw are installed along the Channel where there is exposed clay fill material in
Phase I and II (see Photo 4-3). Throughout June 2012 silt fencing was removed for equipment and
material access, repaired and replaced as necessary.

Photo 4-3: Erosion and Sediment Controls deployed on Exposed Material in Phase II
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Straw bale and filter cloth horseshoe shaped berms were deployed throughout Phase I and II near the end
of June 2012 near drainage points, swales and low-lying silt fence. To prepare Site for a rain event, the
Contractor constructed these berms in certain areas susceptible to erosion that were not conducive to the
installation of silt fence in Phase I (i.e., cohesive soil that was smooth rolled and ready for topsoil, such as
the northwest corner and the Mega Ramp area). During an overnight rainfall of June 26, 2012 runoff
breached a number of areas of low-lying silt fence in Phase II (see Photo 4-4).

In response the

Contractor installed a U-Shaped berm down gradient of the silt fence breaches throughout the east side of
Phase II on June 29, 2012 (see Photo 4-5).

Photo 4-4: Silt Fence Breaches, Phase II

4.4.

Photo 4-5: U-Shaped Straw Bale Berm, Phase II

Surface Water Monitoring

The Contractor continued surface water monitoring of turbidity in the main Channel throughout June
2012 to monitor the effectiveness of sediment and erosion controls. Upstream surface water samples were
collected at Coke Oven Brook Channel and upstream of the confluence in the main Channel; midstream
samples were collected at the main Channel in Phase II; and downstream samples were collected at the
Narrows pumping structure. When turbid water is observed discharging from the Inglis Street outfall, the
Contractor collects additional turbidity samples to determine its impacts – an upstream sample from Coke
Oven Brook, a midstream sample near the mouth of the outfall and a downstream sample from
approximately 100 m along Coke Oven Brook Channel. The exceedance criteria for turbidity monitoring
are visual sedimentation of watercourses related to construction activities and receiving results that are 8
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NTU above background, or upstream data. The Contractor’s QC Monthly Report from June 2012
contains detailed turbidity monitoring data.
As discussed in Section 4.3, heavy rain on June 5, 2012 caused visible sedimentation of Coke Oven
Brook Channel via the Contractor impacted CBRM storm drains; therefore the Contractor performed
hourly turbidity monitoring as per the criteria of the EPP. The downstream sample did not exceed the 8
NTU above background exceedance criteria, but the midstream sample exceeded and sedimentation was
visually observed during the day. The following morning June 6, 2012, the downstream sample exceeded
criteria, as enough time had passed for the sediment to migrate downstream. The turbidity monitoring
station at Battery Point recorded the highest result at 4:00 that morning and declining results into the later
morning, supporting the theory that the elevated turbidity was related to the previous day’s events and not
with current construction activities. The DE issued RFA-012-Off-Site Sediment Control plan on June 6,
2012 requesting the Contractor submit a plan of action regarding prevention of sedimentation of Coke
Oven Brook Channel (see Section 4.3 for details and discussion).
Also discussed in Section 4.3, heavy overnight rains caused a number of areas of silt fence in Phase II to
breach on June 27, 2012. The heavy rain also caused the TP6B off-site water management line and other
outfalls to discharge turbid water into the Narrows. Between construction-related and off-site sources, the
Contractor recorded turbidity exceedances within the Channel throughout the day.

Midstream and

downstream samples ranged between 22 NTU and 61 NTU, compared to background levels which ranged
from 3 NTU to 15 NTU. The Contractor recorded hourly turbidity tests throughout the day, and turbidity
returned to within acceptable limits the following morning.

4.5.

Access Roads

Primary access roads were maintained by the Agency during June 2012. At the start of May 2012 the
spring 2012 Clean Road Plan was implemented on Site, delineating clean roads from dirty. The plan was
updated and distributed to the project team throughout June 2012 as the needs of various Contractors
changed. The Clean Road Plan updated as of June 28, 2012 is included in Appendix C. The Contractor
complied with the clean road plan through the month of June 2012.
Throughout the month, the Contractor maintained clean roads and deployed a water truck to manage dust
on Site. Due to the high volume of truck traffic exiting site through a contractor opted clean road strategy,
without TP2 processing, the TP7 Contractor also maintained public roads within the site vicinity used by
the TP7 Contractor trucks. The TP7 Contractor utilized a water truck and street sweeper during June 2012
to clean public roads to capture any off site tracking. As mentioned in Section 4.3, the Contractor has
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sediment traps installed in the catch basins along Inglis Street, Ferry Street and Sydney Port Access Road
(SPAR) to capture TP7 related silt and sediment wash away during road washing and rainfall. The
sediment controls are inspected as part of the Contractor’s environmental inspections and replaced as
necessary. On June 6, 2012 the DE issued TP7-RFA-012 Off-Site Sediment Control Plan, to request a
plan to address sedimentation of Coke Oven Brook Channel via CBRM storm drains. The RFA was
responded to on June 11, 2012. It was revised and reissued on June 26, 2012 (see Section 4.3).

4.6.

Air Monitoring and Particulate Matter Control Measures

Air monitoring is conducted by All-Tech at the perimeter fence and measures PM and VOCs with action
levels of 155 µg/m3 and 0.66 parts per million (ppm), respectively. All-Tech did not report any TP7
related air monitoring exceedances in June 2012. The Contractor deployed the water truck on site to
mitigate high levels of dust during June 2012.

4.7.

Product Storage, Fueling and Waste Disposal

Petroleum and hazardous products were stored appropriately throughout June 2012 in the containers
along the fence line near Inglis Street.
On June 19, 2012 while end dumping cohesive soil in the northwest corner of Phase I, a hydraulic line on
a truck burst spilling hydraulic fluid onto clean material. The Contractor deployed oil absorbent pads to
contain the spill, scraped all impacted material, and placed the material and the pads into bags which
await future disposal near at the Contractor’s product storage area (see Photo 4-6).
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Photo 4-6: Impacted Soil Storage On-Site
Later in the day on June 19, 2012 a power steering line on a hauling truck broke, spilling power steering
fluid. The Contractor immediately deployed oil absorbent booms and pads, and contained most of the
product to the truck. A few drops were observed on the underlying clean material. The impacted material
was scraped up with shovels and added to the bags containing impacted material from the earlier leak.
While end dumping material at the Phase III west Channel berm on June 29, 2012 a hauling truck flipped
over, causing hydraulic fluid to spill onto clean, cohesive soil (see Photo 4-7). The Contractor responded
by scraping up the impacted material, placing it into bags, and storing the bags on Site for later disposal.
A small amount of petroleum sheen was observed in a nearby puddle. The Contractor absorbed the sheen
with oil absorbent pads and included them in the impacted waste; the water was pumped as part of the
TP6B’s construction water.
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Photo 4-7: Tipped over Trailer Truck near Construction Water Management Pump
Table 6-2 summarizes spills that have taken place on Site during 2012.

4.8.

Noise Control Measures

The Contractor’s EM completed noise monitoring three (3) times in June 2012; each event was comprised
of three (3) two (2) hour readings at locations around the perimeter of the Site. The 65Leq dBA action level
was not exceeded during the nine (9) recordings. During the second to last week of June 2012 the
Contractor performed noise monitoring, but no data was recorded. Since then they replaced the storage
device and it has performed as required.

4.9.

Miscellaneous Environmental Monitoring Activities

On May 29, 2012 the Contractor damaged a monitoring well near the former cooling pond in Phase I
while dozing backfill over the east drain. The following week, on June 7, 2012 the DE noted the
monitoring well was covered with fill, but was not properly decommissioned. The Contractor located and
decanted it to a nearby grassy area, and a subcontractor decommissioned it on June 12, 2012. The entire
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length of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe was removed, and the monitoring well was sealed with bentonite
(see Photo 4-8).

Photo 4-8: Decommissioning Damaged Monitoring Well, Removing PVC Piping

4.10.

Summary of Environmental Monitoring Activities

During June 2012 the TP7 Contractor struggled with off-Site tracking of material and resulting
sedimentation of Coke Oven Brook Channel. They recorded a number of turbidity exceedances and
received one (1) RFA related to this. The TP7 Contractor conducted noise monitoring and recorded two
(2) exceedances. They responded to three (3) petroleum product spills. They also performed routine
maintenance on erosion and sediment controls such as silt fencing, straw bales, loose straw throughout
Phase I and II, and filter cloth in catch basins and at the Inglis Street culvert.
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5.

TP6C – FERRY STREET BRIDGE

The scope of the TP6C contract is to construct the new Ferry Street Bridge, infrastructure associated with
the bridge (e.g., decking, railings, lighting) and road approaches.

5.1.

Summary of Construction Activities

During June 2012 construction activities at TP6C consisted of assembling forms and pouring concrete for
sidewalks and gutters, installing electrical standards, applying waterproofing to bridge deck, assembling
pedestrian guard rails, and applying base asphalt to the bridge deck and the road approaches (see Photo
5-1).

Photo 5-1: Applying Base Asphalt to the Bridge Deck

5.2.

Dewatering

The TP6C Contractor undertook no dewatering activities during June 2012.

5.3.

Sediment Control Structures, Stabilization Areas, Silt Curtain and OilAbsorbent Booms

During March 2012 the TP6C Contractor placed loose straw and straw bales as sediment control around
the excavation area and the outfall by the east bridge abutment. These measures were in place during June
2012 and effective in controlling any potential erosion from TP6C activities (see Photo 5-2). On June 29,
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2012 the Contractor prepared to flush the CBRM storm/sewer line which leads to this outfall by removing
silt and gravel. They had not completed flushing the line prior to the end of the reporting period.

Photo 5-2: Straw Bales at end of Outfall into Phase II Channel as Sediment Control Structure

5.4.

Surface Water Monitoring

The TP6C Contractor conducted surface water sampling on every active work day during June 2012.
Surface water samples were collected from three (3) locations: upstream, midstream, and downstream of
the bridge in the Phase I/II channel. All surface water results were reported to be below the acceptable
downstream turbidity level of 8 NTU above background (upstream) results.

5.5.

Access Roads

Primary access roads were maintained by the Agency during June 2012. At the start of May 2012 the
spring 2012 Clean Road Plan was implemented on Site, delineating clean roads from dirty. The plan was
updated and distributed to the project team throughout June 2012 as the needs of various Contractors
changed. The Clean Road Plan updated as of June 28, 2012 is included in Appendix C. The Contractor
complied with the Clean Road Plan during the month of June 2012.

5.6.

Air Monitoring and Particulate Matter Control Measures

Off-Site air monitoring is conducted by All-Tech at the perimeter fence and measures PM and VOCs with
action levels of 155 µg/m3 and 0.66 ppm, respectively. No exceedances related to TP6C work activities
were recorded during June 2012.
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5.7.

Product Storage, Fueling and Waste Disposal

The Contractor continued to store petroleum and hazardous products appropriately in storage containers
on Site. No spills were reported by the TP6C Contractor during June 2012.

5.8.

Noise Control Measures

The Contractor’s EM completed noise monitoring five (5) times in June 2012; each event was comprised
of three (3) two (2) hour readings at locations around the perimeter of the Site. The 65Leq dBA action level
was not exceeded during any of the fifteen (15) recordings.

5.9.

Miscellaneous Environmental Monitoring Activities

There were no miscellaneous environmental activities to report on TP6C during June 2012.

5.10.

Summary of Environmental Monitoring Activities

The TP6C Contractor conducted noise and turbidity monitoring and they reported no exceedances. They
also monitored previously installed sediment control structures. No environmental RFAs or NCRs were
issued or responded to during June 2012.
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6.

CONCLUSION

The TP6A Contractor performed maintenance pumping of the pump around system, and performed water
quality and noise monitoring. They also shut off the submersible pump used to circuit water from leaking
stop logs back into the Narrows pumping structure, as the water was flowing over coal tar impacted
sediment. The DE did not issue any environmental RFAs or NCRs to the TP6A Contractor during June
2012.
The TP6B Contractor continued to perform S/S activities and excavate the Channel bottom in Phase III of
the North Tar Pond. They struggled with PCB zone management and were issued and responded to (1)
NCR and one (1) RFA related to mismanagement of PCB equipment. Since May 2012, they improved
their management of contaminant containment zones for personnel. They maintained sediment and
erosion controls, and oil absorbent booms in Area C, the settling and ex-filtration pond.
The TP7 Contractor struggled with adequately preventing and management cohesive soil tracked off-Site.
This led to sedimentation of Coke Ovens Brook Channel via the CBRM storm drains, and prompted
issuance of one (1) RFA, to which they responded. They backfilled the east drain in Phase I and damaged
a monitoring well, which was properly decommissioned. The Contractor performed surface water and
noise monitoring, of which they reported a number of exceedances.
The TP6C Contractor continued with constructing the bridge. They have sediment and erosion control
structures near the bridge which they monitored to verify their continued effectiveness. They conducted
surface water and noise monitoring, and no exceedances.
The respective EMs performed routine inspections of the Site to monitor remedial work activities and
how they impacted the receiving environmental. Ongoing environmental concerns are addressed to the
Contractors both verbally on site and through written NCRs and RFAs. At TP6A, TP6B, TP7 and TP6C
DE personnel sign and review the EILs on a daily basis to verify field conditions match the reporting by
the EM. A summary table of pending and recently closed NCRs and RFAs are highlighted below in Table
6-1. All petroleum product spills are summarized in Table 6-2.
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Table 6-1: Overview of Environmental RFAs and NCRs
Report No.

Description

Issued Date

Cause

Action

Response
Date

Long Term Action

June 19, 2012

Pending

Closed Date

TP6B
RFA-TP6B-066

Management of PCB
Equipment

June 7, 2012

On May 31, 2012 the DE notified the
Contractor that an excavator was observed
mixing in a PCB zone and to notify the DE
prior to removing it from the EZ. On the
morning of June 4, 2012 the DE noted the
excavator was on the clean SZ. The
corrective actions outlined by the
Contractor in their response to NCR-TP6B038 were not proving effective and needed
to be re-evaluated.

Meeting held on June 8, 2012 to discuss the
issues and the action item list presented by the
DE.

Pending

The DE also notes multiple instances of
equipment leaving PCB zones without
proper decontamination. The DE concluded
the following steps must be taken to support
compliance with the PCB SOP:
Provide an inventory of all
equipment and tools (including
Laboratory equipment) in contact
with potentially PCB contaminated
sediment. The inventory to be
updated and submitted weekly, with
daily notes on EILs. The inventory
to contain dates the equipment
entered the zone and the date it was
decontaminated and inspected or
placed in the pond for disposal.
Provide visual means of labeling or
identifying equipment in the
inventory.
Implement a mechanism for
ensuring equipment is inspected
prior to entering an EZ.
Inform the DE prior to placing
additional equipment into the PCB
zone, and twenty-four (24) hours
prior to decontamination and
sampling if unforeseen events arise.
Provide an inspection checklist to
ensure equipment is free of
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Report No.

Description

Issued Date

Cause

Action

Response
Date

Long Term Action

A meeting was held on November 3 to discuss
this issue. At the direction of the DE, Nordlys:
1) Installed a cement plug adjacent to the sheet
pile wall.
Evaluations found the material S/S’ed in front
of the sheet pile wall to be very competent.
2) S/S of the impacted sediments was completed
on Nov. 29, 2011. All cells met the QC test
criteria.
3) Sediment transported into the Channel were
removed on Nov. 4 2011 and placed in the NE
Sump to be stabilized.
4) Nordlys Installed a 48” groundwater sump to
below the channel subgrade for pumping on
Nov. 4, 2011.

Feb. 9, 2012

The Contractor suggested the DE review the
influx of tidal water into the Phase 3 area
and take steps to reduce the flow of tidal
water into the stabilization area.

Immediately established an EZ that adequately
accommodates current working areas.
Informed personnel of the new zone
management requirements, and disciplinary
actions should they fail to satisfy the
requirements.

May 9, 2012

Cited Site Superintendant and Deputy
Project Manager as responsible for on-going
verification, establishment and maintenance
of the EZ, and cited the Site Health and
Safety Officers as responsible for ongoing
monitoring to verify compliance.

PCB zone refresher training with Site personnel.
Improve zone delineation.

May 28, 2012

Immediately report unforeseen
circumstances that could lead to a similar
event to the DE.

Closed Date

sediment prior to sampling for
PCBs, to be completed by
Contractor EM or designate.
RFA-TP6B-064

Groundwater Intrusion
at the Narrows

Nov. 3, 2011

Groundwater was flowing through untreated
sediment and then through previously
treated cells at the Narrows into the
Channel. This flow generated impacted
water and transported sediments into the
channel
TheTP6B Contractor is required to prevent
further contamination of the newly
constructed channel by:
1. Controlling groundwater flow at the
Narrows and;
2. Removing the transported materials that
are currently in the channel to be
treated.

NCR-TP6B-037
and
NCR-TP6B-037-R1

Contaminant
Containment Zones

May 8, 2012

The Contractor routinely failed to manage
zones adequately. They cited three (3)
requirements of the Contractor’s action
plan: 1) designation (in writing) of the
personnel responsible to ensure the zones
are established and maintained; 2) the
implementation of disciplinary actions to
persons responsible for zone establishment
and maintenance and; 3) development of a
systematic approach to ensure the necessary
provisions are in place prior to starting daily
operations and subsequent periodic checks
on the maintenance of the zones. The DE
revised the NCR on May 10, 2012 further
detailing causes and effects of poor zone
management. The Contractor responded to
the revised NCR on May 15, 2012. The
NCR was not closed prior to the end of the
reporting period.

NCR-TP6B-038

PCB Area Issues

May 23, 2012

An excavator tracked out of a PCB zone
into a support zone without undergoing the
decontamination process required for
equipment working in the PCB zone.

May 5, 2012

June 5, 2012

June 1, 2012
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Report No.

Description

Issued Date

Cause

Action

Response
Date

Long Term Action

NCR-TP6B-040

PCB Zones

June 19, 2012

A dozer that was removed from the PCB
zone to the support zone without
undergoing decommissioning compliant
with the PCB SOPs.

Pending

Pending

Pending

Discussed the topic in a morning safety meeting
with operators and labourers.

May 15, 2012

Be more diligent with odour control.
Improve communications between the
Agency and the Contractor.

June 11, 2012

The street sweeper deployed onto CBRM
roads to clean material tracked off-Site by
TP7 related site traffic as required
throughout the day with limited assistance
from the water truck when necessary.

Closed Date

Pending

In addition, the DE requested in TP6BRFA-066 that notification be given prior to
placing equipment in the PCB zone. On
June 18, 2012 a long stick excavator was
placed in the PCB zone without notification
being provided to the DE.
STPA-NCR-TP6B001

Odour Management

May 9, 2012

Contractor failed to manage odours
generated on-Site by not allocating adequate
resources to the task. An odour complaint
was received by the Agency from the public
regarding odours from Site generated the
same day (May 8, 2012).

May 17, 2012

TP7
RFA-TP7-012 and
RFA-TP7-012-R1

Off-Site Sediment
Control Plan

June 6, 2012

Sedimentation of Coke Oven Brook
Channel through the Inglis Street culvert
continued. The Clean Road Access Protocol
and the two Erosion and Sediment Control
Plans did not address this cause of
sedimentation.

Submitted Off-Site Sediment Control Plan.

Pending

Filter socks and catch basin doughnuts
added to catch basins to filter and trap
sediment tracked onto the roads.
TP6A Contractor installed a silt curtain at
the mouth of the outfall to mitigate the
release of sediment that may enter the catch
basin system.
Inspect condition of controls and record
observations on EILs.
If turbid water is noted at the outfall,
additional samples will be collected to
determine the impact of the sediment
release. In the event of an exceedance
samples will be collected hourly upstream
of the outfall, in the immediate vicinity of
the outfall, and 100 m downstream of the
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Report No.

Description

Issued Date

Cause

NCR-TP7-013

Off-Site Tracking

May 22, 2012

Contractor failed to prevent cohesive soil
from being tracked off-Site onto public
roadways. This also led to sedimentation of
Coke Oven Brook Channel, as the material
was washed into CBRM catch basins, which
discharge into the Channel.

STPA-NCR-TP7001

Failure to Control Silt
Laden Water

May 30, 2012

A subcontractor cleaned sediment impacted
catch basins and the Inglis Street outfall.
Their process involved vacuuming each of
the catch basins leading up to the outfall,
and then flushing the last length of line that
leads to the outfall and turbid water was
allowed to enter Coke Oven Brook Channel.
The Contractor responded by installing a
straw bale and filter cloth berm across the
Channel which blocked off a fish bearing
watercourse.

Action

Added stone to on-Site rumble strip egress to
reduce amount of material tracked off-Site.
Purchased catch basin doughnuts to add to
sedimentation controls.

Response
Date

May 23, 2012

Turbidity was monitored until levels dropped to June 1, 2012
acceptable levels in Coke Oven Brook Channel.
Straw bales and filter fabric were removed first
thing the following morning (30 May 2012).
The Contractor also order catch basin doughnuts
to further prevent material from entering the
catch basins.

Long Term Action
outfall until results return to within
acceptable levels.
Install catch basin doughnuts. Continue
inspecting sediment controls in catch basins
and replace as required.

The Contractor will provide the DE and the
Agency with a written plan for discussion
and approval prior to undertaking any
activity that could potentially impact a
watercourse adjacent to work areas.

Closed Date

June 28, 2012

Pending
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Table 6-2: Overview of Spills, 2012
Date

Nature of Product

Quantity

Location

Release to Env?

Contractor Response
TP6B

April
2012

7, Hydraulic fluid

18 l

Phase I southeast of Ferry
Street Bridge in EZ and
Support Zone

Yes

Removed impacted material from support zone and included into S/S design.
Replaced faulty hydraulic line.

April
2012

14, Diesel fuel

100 ml

In front of Transfer
Building

Yes

Oil absorbent pads deployed over product. Removed impacted material and placed in plastic containers. Removed
from site for proper disposal.

April
2012

30, Engine oil

250 ml

Station 0+500 Phase II
Channel, east side

Yes

Oil absorbent pads deployed over product. Removed impacted material to receiving pit extension.

May
2012

11, Hydraulic fluid

1–3l

At a drilling location for
pressure release well, south
end of channel near
Narrows

Yes

Drilling activity was stopped immediately, spilled material was cleaned. Drill rig was removed from Site for repairs.

May
2012

11, Hydraulic fluid

< 10 l

East side of Area A

Yes

Labourers deployed oil absorbent pads under the excavator, impacted material was pushed back into the Tar Pond for
inclusion into S/S mix design. Excavator cylinder hose was replaced.
TP7

April
2012

18, Hydraulic fluid

2–3l

Phase I working area
southeast of Ferry Street
Bridge

No

Spotter observed the leak, deployed oil absorbent pads and contained the product to the truck. All fluid was absorbed
using oil absorbent pads.

May
2012

23, Hydraulic fluid

10 – 15 l

Phase III Area B, \ccess
ramp into Channel,

Yes

A truck spotter observed the leak and labourers immediately deployed oil absorbent pads to contain and absorb the
spill. The impacted material was scraped back, stockpiled on the side of the ramp, and pushed into Area A for
inclusion into S/S material. This response was not compliant with the EPP section 5.1 Fuel and Hazardous Material
Spills Contingency Plan.

June
2012

19, Hydraulic fluid

15 l

Phase I, northwest corner

Yes

Deployed oil absorbent pads to contain the product, scraped up impacted cohesive soil and placed into bags. Bags are
stored on Site awaiting future disposal.

June
2012

19, Power steering fluid

Phase I, northwest corner

Yes

Spotter observed the leak, deployed oil absorbent pads and contained most of the product to the truck. The majority of
the fluid was absorbed using oil absorbent pads; a few drops landed on the clean cohesive soil which was scraped up
with shovels and added to the impacted material from earlier spill.

June
2012

29, Hydraulic fluid and diesel

Phase III, channel
construction

Yes

A truck flipped while end dumping cohesive soil for berms. While the Contractor righted the truck, hydraulic fluid
spilled from the piston, and a small amount of diesel leaked from the fuel intake. Impacted cohesive soil was scraped
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Date

Nature of Product

Quantity

Location

Release to Env?

Contractor Response
up and placed in bags. Bags are stored on Site awaiting future disposal.
TP6A

Mar.
2012

20, Hydraulic fuel leak from
vibro hammer.

March.
2012

21,

Pump fuel leak

Minor

Battery Point

No

Connection was repaired and the fluid was cleaned up with absorbent diapers and oil boom.

Slow leak

Pump #81020 at Narrows

No

Labourers cleaned up fuel from the pump and placed oil absorbent pads beneath the leak to catch product.
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Environmental Inspection Log
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Remediation of the Sydney Tar Ponds and Coke Ovens Sites
Environmental Inspection Log (EIL)
Design Element:
Date: (D/M/Y):
Time (24 hrs):
Weather Conditions:
Daily Construction Activities:
EIL Completed by (printed name and signature):
EIL Reviewed by (DE name, signature, date, time):
DAILY CHECKLIST ITEM:

EM Name
DE Name

DESCRIPTION

EM Signature
DE Signature

ACCEPTABLE

NOT
ACCEPTABLE1

DD/MM/YYYY, 24:00
NOT
APPLICABLE

Comment #
(See P.2)

1. Sediment Control Structures:
Hay
Silt Fences
Dissipation Measures
Silt Curtains
Oil Absorbent Boom
Other:
2. Stabilization Areas
3. Noise Control Measures
4. Dust Control Measures
5. Air Emission Control Measures
6. Materials, Product & Equip. Storage
7. Fueling and Maintenance Area
8. Waste Disposal/Debris
9. Access Roads
10. Dewatering
Hoses
Connections
11. Decontamination Areas (ONCE DAILY)
Workers
Equipment/Vehicles
12. Barriers for Disposal, Storage &
Work Areas (ONCE DAILY)
13. Other Specific EM Activities:
Type:
Type:
Type:
14. Field Sampling:
Type:
1

Criteria for Acceptable and Not Acceptable for each checklist item is given on Pages 3 to 6.
Where a checklist item is not acceptable, comments must be provided below detailing: the nature of the concern; the extent of any environmental impacts;
the remediation measures undertaken; the requirement for any further remediation measures; if notification of a regulatory body was required, and if so, the
response; any recommendations for improvements/follow-up; and any other relevant information.
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Remediation of the Sydney Tar Ponds and Coke Ovens Sites
Environmental Inspection Log (EIL)
Design Element:
Date: (D/M/Y):
Time (24 hrs):
WEEKLY CHECKLIST ITEM:

DESCRIPTION

ACCEPTABLE

NOT
ACCEPTABLE1

NOT
Comment #
APPLICABLE

1. Above Ground Storage Tanks:
Tank
Pipe
Valve
Pump
Other Tank Equipment
2. Compressive Gas Storage

Data
Time:

Location

Surface Water Monitoring Results (NTU)
Notes/Observations

Time:

Location

Average

Sound Monitoring Results (dBA)
Notes/Observations

Comments/Observations
(Comment #, Comment, Date, Time, Initials) If additional space is required, please attach a separate page.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________
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Criteria to determine if Mitigation Effectiveness is Acceptable or Non-acceptable
1. Sediment Control Structures:
a. Acceptable: If instantaneous turbidity readings are within 8 Nephelometric Turbidity Units
(NTU) above background (upstream sample location) if background concentrations are less than
80NTU. If background is greater than 80 NTU, and samples are within 10% of background levels
on downstream side of the structure, the structure is deemed to be functioning as intended. During
visual inspection, if the sediment control structures are intact, with no gaps, tears, slumping or
weathering of the materials and no noticeable impact in the receiving water “downstream” of the
sediment control structures.
b. Not Acceptable: If instantaneous turbidity readings are greater than 8NTU if background is less
than 80NTU, or if readings are greater than 10% of background levels on downstream side of the
structure, the structure is deemed to be not functioning as intended. During visual inspection, if
the sediment control structures are not intact, with gaps, tears, slumping or weathering of the
materials and noticeable impact in the receiving water “downstream” of the sediment control
structures.
2. Stabilization Areas:
a. Acceptable: During visual inspection, if there is no apparent sloughing banks or erosional
processes occurring in an area of disturbance created by the Project.
b. Not Acceptable: During visual inspection, if there is sloughing banks or erosional processes
occurring in an area of disturbance created by the Project.
3. Noise Control Measures:
a. Acceptable: If noise measurements (based on two hour averages) are within the following limits:
Leq,2hr < 65 dBA between 0700 to 1900 hours (Days)
Leq,2hr < 60 dBA between 1900 to 2300 hours (Evenings)
Leq,2hr < 55 dBA between 2300-0700 hours (Nights)
b. Not Acceptable: If noise measurements (based on two hour averages) are not within the above
limits.
4. Dust Control Measures:
a. Acceptable: During visual inspection, dust is controlled during grading, excavation and
construction activities. The exposed surfaces, stock piles or stored materials are covered with
water, foam or tarps, as required. The vehicles used for excavation or transportation of materials
are completely enclosed or with retractable load covers, the haul unit seals are in good working
order, hoses and connections on equipment are free of leaks or drips.
b. Not Acceptable: During visual inspection, dust is not controlled during grading, excavation and
construction activities. The exposed surfaces, stock piles or stored materials are not covered with
water, foam or tarps. The vehicles used for excavation or transportation of materials are not
completely enclosed or with retractable load covers, the haul unit seals are not in good working
order, hoses and connections on equipment have leaks or drips.
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5. Air Emission Control Measures:
a. Acceptable: If measurement by AQMC at halfway between fenceline and source(s) is less than or
equal to: 2ppm averaged over 15 minutes; or with the exception of benzene and naphthalene, 5
exceedences to the 15 minute averaging period over the workday averaged over 10 hours; or
2.5ppm for benzene and naphthalene (as confirmed by Draeger –Tubes or olfactory means)
averaged over 1 hour.
b. Not Acceptable: If measurement by AQMC at halfway between fenceline and source(s) is greater
than: 2ppm averaged over 15 minutes; or with the exception of benzene and naphthalene, 5
exceedences to the 15 minute averaging period over the workday averaged over 10 hours; or
2.5ppm for benzene and naphthalene (as confirmed by Draeger –Tubes or olfactory means)
averaged over 1 hour.
6. Product Storage:
a. Acceptable: All potentially hazardous products are stored in a pre-designated, safe and secure
product storage area at the work site in accordance with provincial legislation; all products shall
be properly labeled according to WHMIS; any spilled products are contained and the area
cleaned.
b. Not Acceptable: Any potentially hazardous products are not stored in a pre-designated, safe and
secure product storage area at the work site in accordance with provincial legislation; or any
products are not properly labeled according to WHMIS; or any spilled products are not contained;
or the area has not been cleaned after a spill.
7. Fueling and Maintenance Area:
a. Acceptable: Area is clean, well organized. All potentially hazardous products are stored in a predesignated, safe and secure product storage area within the construction area, in accordance with
provincial legislation. All products are properly labeled according to Workplace Hazardous
Materials Information System (WHMIS). Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) are on site with
the relevant product.
b. Not Acceptable: Area is not clean, unorganized and any of the above noted safeguards are
missing.
8. Waste Disposal/Debris:
a. Acceptable: Project site is free from any waste/debris whether it be benign solid waste or
hazardous waste other than those waste stored in designated bins/areas.
b. Not Acceptable: Project site contains waste/debris whether it be benign solid waste or hazardous
waste, is not destined for immediate disposal and requires appropriate disposal.
9. Dewatering:
a. Acceptable: Fish have been removed prior to dewatering; fish screens are installed in pumps; and
the dewatered cells are maintained during construction.
b. Not Acceptable: Fish have not been removed prior to dewatering; fish screens are not installed; or
the dewatered cells are not maintained during construction.
10. Access Roads used by the Contractor(s)
a. Acceptable: Upon visual inspection, the access roads used by the Contractor(s) are dust
suppressed, free of debris or unnecessary materials with no spills. If applicable, silt fences appear
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to be working and are being maintained along toe of slope (along banks) and drainage ditches
appear to be working to direct flow away from waterways.
b. Non Acceptable: Upon visual inspection, the access roads used by the Contractor(s) are not dust
suppressed, have debris or unnecessary materials with spills. If applicable, the silt fences appear
not to be working or to not be maintained along toe of slope (along banks), and drainage ditches
appear not to be working to direct flow away from waterways.
11. Other Environmental Monitoring:
Air Quality (Responsibility of the AQMC)
a. Acceptable: Monitoring instruments are regularly calibrated. Data is collected and recorded
hourly. During times periodically when there is a potential for increased emissions, real time
monitoring shows compliance with previously established limits as identified above in
numbers 5 and 6.
b. Not Acceptable: Monitoring instruments are not regularly calibrated. Data is not collected or
not recorded hourly. During times periodically when there is a potential for increased
emissions, real time monitoring shows exceedances of limits as shown in numbers 5 and 6.
Surface water
a. Acceptable: Monitoring instruments are regularly calibrated. Data is collected and recorded
hourly. During times periodically when there is a potential for increased sediment loading
(i.e. excavation), real time monitoring shows no exceedance of limits as described in Item 1.
b. Non Acceptable: Monitoring instruments are not regularly calibrated, or data is not collected
and recorded hourly. During times periodically when there is a potential for increased
sediment loading (i.e. excavation), real time monitoring shows exceedance of limits as
described in Item 1.
Groundwater
a. Acceptable: If a contaminant of concern in groundwater does not have an upward trend after
the fourth sample for three consecutive samples using the Mann-Kendall trend analysis; this
approach will use the entire available time series of data (within the numerical constraints of
the test).
b. Not Acceptable: When an upward trend after the fourth sample for three consecutive samples
using the Mann-Kendall trend analysis is identified; again, this approach will use the entire
available time series of data (within the numerical constraints of the test).
12. Field sampling:
a. Acceptable: Field sampling instruments are regularly calibrated. Field sampling Standard
Operating Procedures are followed. Chain of Custody forms are completed accurately and fully,
and submitted with samples for analysis. Health and Safety plans have been prepared and
reviewed prior to the start of daily field sampling work.
b. Not Acceptable: Field sampling instruments are not regularly calibrated. Field sampling Standard
Operating Procedures are not followed. Chain of Custody forms are not completed, not accurate,
or are not fully filled out. Chain of Custody forms are not submitted with samples for analysis.
Health and Safety plans have not been prepared and/or have not been reviewed prior to the start
of daily field sampling work.
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TP6B Water Management Figure
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Clean Road Plan
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Dirty traffic MUST exit through TP2

Clean road access gates

Barricades in place on the east
near the Narrows bridge and the
west road at Station 1+810,
separating clean and dirty roads.
ABSOLUTELY NO CROSSING
FROM DIRTY TO CLEAN.

Red lines - dirty roads
Green roads - clean roads

Sydney Tars Ponds Cleanup

Clean Road Plan
May 30, 2012

